CBC Work Plan 2020-2022
Workstream Peer-to-Peer (P2P) cooperation
Related Strategic objectives

Strategic objectives as per INTOSAI’s Strategic Plan 2017-2022:

**INTOSAI Strategic Objective 2.1**
Identify capacity development challenges and opportunities in order to facilitate access to solutions including accessing the INTOSAI-Donor Cooperation

**INTOSAI Strategic Objective 2.4**
Share capacity development insights and ensure responsiveness to SAI needs through, for example, communities of practice
CBC Key Strategy #9

Support and promote medium to long term peer-to-peer cooperation between SAIs in support of institutional capacity development.
Developments to date

**September 2018:** CBC’s annual meeting in Kuwait where medium and long term peer-to-peer cooperation was a theme;

**October 2018:** New work stream on peer-to-peer cooperation introduced (including its own section on the CBC website);

**February 2019:** EUROSAI workshop on peer-to-peer cooperation (the Hague) with representatives from eight EUROSAI member SAIs and the IDI;

**June 2019:** The Netherlands Court of Audit (NCA) agreed to coordinate and chair the CBC P2P work stream (maximum of 45 working days per year);

**September 2019:** Draft working program discussed in the CBC meeting at INCOSAI (next step: submit for formal approval to the CBC Steering Committee).
The Value of Failure
Navigating and Learning in a Complex World

Prof. dr. Paul Louis Iske, Maastricht University
CFO (Chief Failure Officer), Institute of Brilliant Failures

Top 10 reasons for fear (USA)
1. Terrorist attacks
2. Spiders
3. Death
4. Failure
5. War
6. Heights
7. Crime/Violence
8. Being alone
9. The future
10. Nuclear war

OFFERS
- Facilitation N
- Data science N
- Security & safety S
- Database TD
- Incentive pay LV
- Games S
- IT Audit Handbook P
- Cultural W/S N

ISSUES & FOCUS
- Learning Techniques & methods
- Course design & delivery
- Ethical dilemmas

Algemene Rekenkamer
Objectives of the CBC P2P work stream 2020-2022:

1. **Quality**: To identify and share good practice in peer-to-peer cooperation

2. **Quantity**: To increase the number of SAIs engaged in facilitating P2P cooperation
Identify and share good practice in P2P cooperation:

1. Further develop the INTOSAI CBC/P2P webpage as a landing page for knowledge sharing around P2P cooperation;

2. Explore opportunities to capture *and* repurpose existing insights and best practices on P2P cooperation in blogs and articles on the CBC website, the INTOSAI Journal and elsewhere;

3. Coordinate a follow-up P2P capacity building workshop.
Increase the number of SAIs engaged in P2P cooperation:

1. Identify interested new (or less experienced) peer-to-peer providers;

2. Coordinate a training event for interested new (or less experienced) P2P providers;

3. Coordinate the development of a P2P Cooperation Guide (based on the project cycle) with a select number of providers (including new P2P providers).
Work with us!

➢ Additional inputs on this draft work program
➢ Your contribution to the work stream
➢ Membership is open
➢ Contact:

Contact: 23 September 2019 CBC Meeting INCOSAI